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Direct Access Derivatives
BENCHMARK STANDARD have relationships with many UK banks – Clearing banks, specialist banks and private banks. As such, not
only can we look at all your banking needs, we can also introduce you to banks for stand-alone FX and Interest Rate Hedging.
There are many reasons you would look to hedge, as you can see from this website and general risk management practices. Why
would you act on a stand-alone basis?
Are you with a bank that cannot and, or does not offer hedging? You may be able to have a floating rate loan, or a fixed rate loan
– But do you want more flexibility? Do you wish to buy an Interest Rate Cap for example?
Are you borrowing from private equity, or international funds who may even want you to hedge but cannot themselves offer that
service?

▪▪▪
Do you simply want competitiveness with your existing lender or service provider? For many years banks have known that despite
stating clients can hedge wherever they like, realistically they have to hedge with their lender. As a result there is no pressure and
competition on the rates or prices they offer.
BENCHMARK STANDARD have forged trusted relationships with accountable and accredited entities to ensure our clients can
hedge if they need to or want to and can obtain competitive pricing when doing so.

▪▪▪
For a FREE no-obligation consultation, or to learn more about the bespoke service range
offered by BENCHMARK STANDARD, contact us today:



01954 200 003
enquiries@benchmarkstandard.co.uk

Further references and testimonials are available upon request. BENCHMARK STANDARD operate an ‘honest to goodness’
approach to client consultation and will therefore endeavour to be truthful and transparent at every level.
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